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FURTHER RESEARCH ON THE HISTORY
OF THE CREED 1.
IT is but two short years since an article headed C Recent
Research on the Origin of the Creed ' appeared in the opening
number of this JOURNAL. During that time the labours of which
some account was then given have been vigorously prosecuted;
and it may not be without interest if w.e take up and continue our
rlsume. Just one small change (' History' for • Origin') may
be made in the title, so as to cover the ground a little more
adequately.
The most prominent event in this period has been unquestionably the completion of Prof. Kattenbusch's great work Das
I Apostolisclte Sym/Jol, seine Entsteltung, sein gesclticlttliclter Sinn,
. seine ursprungliclte Stel/ung im Kultus und in tier Tlteologie der
K irclte [TIte Apostles' Creed: its Origin, its Historical Sense, its
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Primitive Position in tlte Worsltip and in tlte Tlteology of tlte
Clturch] (vol. i,1894; vol. ii, part I, 1897; part ~,1900: Leipzig,
Hinrichs). I give the title at some length (not quite in full, but
sufficiently for the purpose) as the shortest way of conveying an
idea of the manysidedness and comprehensiveness of the contents.
On this ground alone Dr. Kattenbusch's work would have
a just claim to be accounted' great,' because the execution amply
fulfils the promise of the title. It is within its range almost as
exhaustive as a book: can be. The one omission that has been
noted-that of direct work upon the MSS-is, it is true, thrown
into some relief by the conspicuous part which that form of
research played in the contributions of Dr. Kattenbusch's most
eminent predecessor, the Jewish - German - Norwegian scholar,
C. P. Caspari. But where the field is so vast it would be wrong
to grudge a division of labour; and Dr. Kattenbuscft has given
US more than enough to be thankful for as it is.
Writing as an Englishman I cannot help pausing for a moment
to express regret that we in England should have so little to
put by the side of these immense researches. In the editing of
texts and commentaries we keep pace fairly well. The best
English work Under this head for the last century (and it nearly
all proceeds froin Cambridge I) may bear comparison with anything anywhere. It is chiefly in the treatment of subjects, in the
I massive treatises that build up a whole science a fundamento ad
I culmen, that not our theologians alone, but our scholars generally,
I
I are wanting. There is one illustrious exception in the work of
Westcott and Hort on the Text of the Greek Testament; next
perhaps would come our contributions to Liturgiology, culminating in Mr. Brightman's Liturgies Eastern and Western; and
quite a respectable place would be held by the researches of the
last generation (Heurtley, Swainson, Lumby, Hort, Ommanney,
and now of Mr. A. E. Bum) on the Creed. But what have we
to set against such books as Krumbacher's Byzantine Literature, Zahn's History 'Of tite Canon and Introduction to tlte N.T.,
Harnack's History of Doctrine and Early Cltristian Literature,
Schiirer's Histo", of tlte 7iwis" People, Holtzmann's New Testammt Tlteology, and the like? It is much to be hoped that some
of our younger men may gird up their loins to follow these noble
but humiliating examples.

I'
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Dr. Kattenbusch's Apostles' Creed belongs quite to the same
category. It was hinted in the previous article that it has
suffered somewhat in point of form from the fact that it has been
spread over so wide an extent of time. We learn from vot. i.
p. 37, that Dr. Kattenbusch began his researches in 188~, and
from the preceding page that I in substance' (sacltliclt) his present
book had been finished in 1889, and that his work since that date
had been an of the nature of tevision. And the difficulty will be
at once apparent of incorporating the work of others (as Dr.
Kattenbusch has done in the most scrupulous and vigilant
manner) as well as his own in a frame-work determined so long
beforehand. It was impossible under these circumstances that
the book should Bot suffer. But all we can say is that the critic
who would make much of defects due to this cause would be
intent upon dilettantism rather than upon science.
One of the leading characteristics of Dr. Kattenbusch is the
extraordinary truthfulness and modesty with which he registers
facts and opinions that make against his own conclusions as carefully as those which make for them. The paragraph in which he
begins his final summary deserves to be quoted as a specimen of
the moral aspect of the true scientific temper.
I I do not like to speak of 11 results," because. as I insisted in the
Preface to vol. i, it is very clear to me that a great deal must happen
before the questions which attach to the Apostles' Creed are fully solved ;
perhaps they will never all be sorved completely. I know how much,
in problems as complicated as that which I have been discussing,
depends upon the point at 1rhich one begins, and the observations one
comes upon first. The points of view 1rhich thus force themselves
upon one easily become prejudices. I do not tbink that I am more in
danger than other men of holding obstinately to these. But I gladly
regard the leading ideas which run through my now completed work
for the present only as Aypotlleses. Perhaps by the reasons which I have
given for them I may have established some claim to have them
seriously tested I (ii 9S6).

Whether we agree with Dr. Kattenbusch or do not agree with
him, whether we are attracted or repelled by his minute and
laborious investigations, we shall at least go away with profound
respect for him as a man.
I do not think that I can do better than string the criticisms
B~
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that I may have to offer in this essay, not only on Dr. Kattenbusch but -upon the other writers enumerated at the outset, upon
the thread of the conclusions which Dr. Kattenbusch has so
JIlodestly described as 'hypotheses.' I venture to think that they
present rather varied degrees of probability; and I alIi glad to
find myself not without support in the estimate I am inclined
to form of some of them.
I. The broadest· proposition which Dr. Kattenbusch has set
himself to prove is that the Old Roman Creed, the Apostles',
Creed to its oldest and simplest form (R), lUG at tIu base of all
/ike-ct»UtnKted creeds.
This proposition will meet with a good deal of assent 1, so far
as it applies to the creeds of the West. It olllyperhaps needs
to be qualified by the reserve that a certain number of clauses
and expressions seem to have.come-in gradually in the course of
the history from th Eastl. Such would be the clause Clfe.fl.toum
caeli et t8rrfll~ which does not appear in the Apostle;' Creed
before the seventh century, though it is found at an earlier date
in interrogations (Hahn, fEiIJ/iothk s, ~ 31 f, g,.also p. 41 note 52
ad fin.), the epithets p'!!.sus, ~us, cat"!!!i&am, and perhaps the
clause vitam aeternam.
Interesting problems gather round all such accretions, both
those which finally held their ground _and those which 4id not.
As an example we may take the expression ,.esu"exit vivos
IU/J.or.,u(s, which is characteristic of the Spanish' 'creeds (llailn,
Bibl. s, §§ 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 69, cf. 242.), but is also found in
Nicetas of Romatiana, and .in the newly-published Syriac
Testamentum appears in a form which is rendered ,.eviviscens ex
mwtuis (Kattertbusch, ii 968). From the fourth century onwards
there are constant traces of sporadic influence of the East upon

I

I

I

I Dr. Clemen in particular is ooe,of·those"ho do notuseDt to it (NN~faltrm,
&c., pp. 53-65). In any cas~ the I\tatement can only be made as,a J:l)ugh formula.
subject to many qualificationL All that I should be prepared to say is that there is
a rather marked tendency in Western creeds to approximate to the Itoman type.
How this tendency is to be conceived., operatillg, especially in the first bqinnings, is a question that we shaH do well to keep open for the present.
• Dr. Kattenbusch remarks (ii !)66) that while many of these intrusive elements
came from the East, it does not follow that they were imported from Eastern
creeds; and he thinks that probably they were not. I am not sure that I can go
with him in this, at least as to such additions as mtdormt auli " ",."", """'"'
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the West; and although this is no doubt mainly due to increased
intercourse, yet the comparative absence of such influence in the
earlier period may in part mean nothing more than the want of
evidence.
It is another and a much larger and more debated question,
whether the Eastern creeds in a body are also to be traced to
the same Roman root. We saw in the previous article how the
view that they were was maintained· by Kattenbusch and
Harnack, but under opposition which seemed to be increasing
rather than diminishing. This question will meet us again
presently under (5). In the meantime we note that Kattenbusch
speaks of this part of his theory as 'hypothesis' rather than
induction (ii 957). He describes himself as in some degree
sceptical of his own conclusion, though rather less sceptical of
this than of any other.
2. The one point in the whole of his construction, in regard to
which Dr. Kattenbusch appears to feel the greatest confidence,
and to which he attaches the highest value, is his conception of
tlu fundamental c/tara;ter..!'L.!It!.. !2M!!f!.!!!S!f..f!:~ed. And no
doubt this is both interesting and important.
He thinks that this original creed, the parent of all others, was
no fortuitous concourse of atoms, no gradual crystaUization of
current forms and phrases, but that it was from the first a
definite artistic creation, the product of a single mind and the
expression of an individual conception of the sum of Christian
teaching 1.
He seeks this conception not, as others have done' (more
particularly on the strength of the use of the term I'OJlOi'E~S), in
the school of St. John, but he sees in it rather an outcome of the
teaching of St. Paul. He believes that the Creed was composed
under the fresh impression that Jesus was the true Messiah, and
that the proof of His Messiahship was conducted on Pauline
lines, and in yet living antithesis to the teaching of the Synagogue.
It is to be observed that although Kattenbusch and Harnack
are allies on the question of the relation of the Eastern creeds to
the Western, they differ considerably on the ultimate origin of

I

I

1 See, however, p. 958.
Dr. Kattenbusch does not think that the author of the
creed coined a new vocabulary; he made use of phrases-especially from Scripture
aDd from the Euc:haristic liturgy-already existing.
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the latter. Not only does Kattenbusch place the origin of the
Roman Creed some fo~ years earlier than H~~ but he
stands alone in the emp is with which he insists that it had a
definite personal author (see especially ii 3~9).
All that Dr. Kattenbusch says on this head is highly interesting, and will well deserve weighing when the problem of the
ultimate origin of the Creed comes up for discussion. For
myself I cannot but think that the place which it occupies in his
researches is rather premature. We want to be quite sure what
is the oldest form of the Creed before we can speculate profitably
as to its author. The most crucial problem is to determine
, whether there were two ty~ _o!. creed curre~~. !u..!h£._~(i
centUry or only one. When we have settled this, we can go on
to discuss which is the older.
I should be willing enough to think that the Roman Creed had
an individual author (bishop or prophet), if I could satisfy myself.
with Kattenbusch, that no competing or earlier form existed.
But when we examine the evidence (Irenaeus, Justin, Patres
Apostolici), it seems to me to point quite as distinctly to the exis/.... tence of another type, the characteristic features of which reappear
in the Creeds not of the West but of the East.
Here lies the real crux of the problem, and this is the point
that I believe we need first to determine. We need to go over
once more the second-century evidence with a view to see which
type really preponderated. No doubt much has been done in
the way of collecting parallels to the Apostles' Creed, especially
by Harnack, both in his larger edition of the Apostolic Fatlurs.
vot. i, part ~,pp. 1I5-14~, and in Hahn's BilJliotluk 8, pp. 364-390.
But both Harnack and Kattenbusch have had their minds so
filled with the Western type of creed that they have not been
equally regardful of the traces of the Eastern type. And
although these traces have been pointed out by Loofs in Gotl.
Gel. Anz•• 1894, p. 679. in JOURNAL OF THEOLOGICAL STUDIES.
i, p. ~~J and now also by Kunze, GlaulJensregel, p. 33 f, and by
Clemen, ope cit., p. 80, I believe that the evidence is capable
of considerable additions, and that indeed it will be found to
be of quite imposing volume.
I will just give a single illustration. In my previous article
I argued, very tentatively and provisionally, that the Eastern

I
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forms IVG 0,0", lva '1'IlToiill Xp"1T&" (I should not have written
XpWTOV 'lfJlToW), as being apparently the more controversial, were
likely to be later than the bare Roman fonn which lays no stress
upon the unity. But what are the facts? There seems to be
what might be called a continuous chain of evidence for the
fuller form leading up to St. Paul himself. It may be worth
' while to set this down.
1 Cor. viii 6 cl.U' ~p.iv ftS' efaS' cS 'Ilan1p, ~E en; Ta wcbTa ••• «a1
ElS' K~p~S' '17JlToiiS' XP'lTToS', 3,' oV Ta 'IlaVTa.
Eph. iv 4-6 b 1T00/UI «a! b nVEii,"" «a6.S' «a1 ~d.~o,.,Tf ~v p.,~
iAw(a, ",S' «A~lTfll)S' IIp.OtV, ftS' Kvp,oS', p.la 'IlllTT'S', tv f3a7fT'IT/UI, ftS' efOS'
«a! 'Ilan,p 'IlcivT-lI)V, cS i'lll 'Il4vTlI)lI «a!
'Il4vTc.1I «a1 iv 'IlilT'v.
Clem. Rom. ad Cor. xlvi 6 ~ oUX' Ilia eEOV 'X0p.fll «a1 ba Xp'ITTOU
«a! tv 'IlVEii/UI ",S' Xap'ToS' d iKX.v8~v ~4>' ~p.iiS'; «a1 plo. !CAijlT" iv

3,a

XP'ITT,;

Ignat. ad M agn. vii
c:,S' l'lll b 6vITLaa-n1PLOU,
'IlpoEAtJOVTa «a! ElS'

fVG

~ 'IlcbTES'

c:,S' ElS' Ilia lIaoll ITVII1'PIXfTf eEoii,
~'Il1 IVG '17JlTo6ll XpLlTTall TOU 44>' 11l0S' 'IlaTpO~

8VTa «a1 XlI)p,jlTaVTa.

l!Jid. viii ~ ElS' TO wA7Jpo4>0f1'll6ijua, TcWS' 4'1lE,OoiiVTaS', 6T' EtS' eE&"
iITTLU, cS 4>auftx'tTaS' lawall 3&4 '17JlToii Xp'lTToii TOO vloii aWoii.
Ad PIzi/ad. iv 1T'Il0v3dlTaTE ovu "'f El!xap&lTTlq. XPi;1T8a&' plo. yap
lTapE TOO Kvplov ~p.&iu 'IfJlToii XpLlTToii, «a1 Iv 'Ilon1p'0V El" IlIlI)lT'U Toii
afp.aToS' awoii.

Hennas, Mand. i
cS

I

'IlPOtTOII 'IlaVTlI)U 'IllITTEVITOII 1fT, Et" iITT11I cS ef&S',

.,.a 'Il4VTa «.,.llTa" «a1 «aTap.,.llTa".

[We may compare Si",. ix 13.5

ofTlI) «a! 01 'Il'ITT~lTaVTfS' T¥ Kvpu, 3,a .,.06 vlo6 cWroV «a1 iW,m,IT«OP.EIIO'
.,.a 'IlU~/UlTa TaiiTa, I1T0uTa, dS' b WIIEV/UI, «a1 tu 1T0t'"" "" ~q. .,.Otll
lIU'Tlwll aWOtIl. Also ilJid. 7 Aaf3&VTES' OVII Ta 'Il1l~p.aTa TaVra iUE3v1Iap.'o,.,lTav, • • • «a1 ~u aWOtIl tu 'IluEii/UI «1.11 b 1T0t,", «a1 tll lv3vp.a.

Note the connexion between the 'IlII~/UlTa (which are 4)'La ~/UlTa.
13. ~) and the b 'IluEii/UI = ~pyo" p.G1I&ALOOS'. 13· 5.]
. These are only a few jottings from the Apostolic Fathers bearing
upon a single. though important, point. 1 should much like,
if 1 could find time, to pursue the inquiry through the other
writers of the second century. Of course I do not mean that the
passages to which 1 have called attention are so many definite
allusions to an Eastern form of creed. To determine exactly
at what point such allusions begin is a delicate matter. and one
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for which we are not as yet prepared. But the gist of the argu...
ment is that at any moment in the whole chain, from St. Paul
downwards, we might have had a creed which laid stress on the
unity of Father, Son, and Spirit, as well as on the tat fjli'llT'CTpIIo or
p.la. ICA~CT'S'.
In the face of such evidence, and with the consciousness how
much more lies behind the one slight specimen that has been
given, I should wish to withdraw entirely any a priori arguments
that I may have used and to hold my judgement in suspense for
the fuller collection which I desiderate. I am convinced that
this is the only sound method, and until it has been carried out
thoroughly I am afraid that I must regard Dr. Kattenbusch's
speculations as resting on an insecure foundation.
3. Dr. Kattenbusch is of opinion that 'there is no reason to
doubt that R lzad its fWigin in Rome.' He believes, as we have
already in part seen, that it was composed about the year 100 by
some prominent member of the Roman Church-either bishop
or prophet. He thinks-in this agreeing with Kunze and Zahnthat the Creed was probably in 'use at the time when Marcion,
Valentinus, and J ustin were settled in Rome; but he admits that
this is not capable of positive demonstration. At the same time
he does not regard his view as depending for its validity on this
hypothesis. He considers it to be in any case the most probable
explanation of the facts.
It is interesting to observe that the alternative to Rome
which Dr. Kattenbusch favours is not Ephesus, with Caspari
and others, but rather Antioch (see both pp. 959n. and 618 f.).
This, I confess, had already occurred to me, and on the same
ground-the points of contact in leading ideas, temper, and
method with the writings of Ignatius. Between Rome, Ephesus,
and Antioch there can be little doubt that the choice must lie.
But if either of the latter is chosen, I conceive that it would
support by preference the further alternative that the most
.,.. primitive form of creed was rather of the Eastern type than
of the Western.
As yet, however, it seems to me that all these hypotheses
belong too much to the region of speculation. I am much
inclined to agree with an opinion expressed, I believe, some time
ago by Dr. Loofs-who, I may remark by the way, is the only

1
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writer on these subjects to whom Kattenbusch has hardly given
the place to which he is entitled-that the real key to the situation is in Irenaeus. Until the whole class of questions that culmi' nate in Irenaeus has been worked out, it seems to me, as I have
implied; that any conclusions must be purely provisional.
4- On the assumption that the Creed had its origin in
Rome Dr. Kattenbusch sketches its probable subsequent course
as follows:
• In the West it had certainly reached, in the course of the second
century, Gaul and Mtifrl, and perhaps all districts that possessed
Christian congregations. To the western end of Asia Minor it also
made its way during the second century, but not 6ecorethe'mTddle of
.J.. it, perhaps in connexion with Polycarp's visit to Rome [in 154]. Forthe
Churches of Corinth. Athens, T~~2~i.~_c!!<c., we have no materials.
Although not a matter of course, it is yet altogether credible that it
had spread over those regions. But beyond the province of Asia
I could discover no clear traces of the diffusion of a creed like R.
For Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, &c., for the districts of Syria and
Palestine, as well as for Egypt, materials failed me. In the case of
Origen I seemed to see indications of acquaintance with a creed such
artr,perhaps with R itself, but under such circumstances that I did
not feel justified in drawing the conclusion that such a creed was
recognised in Egypt. As all the Oriental creeds that are either known
in the fourth century, or can be in part conjectured for the third, led up
toAntioch as their starting-point, I began with the Creed of Antioch by
inquiring whether and in what way it was dependent upon R ; and I came
to the su
sition that R was re~i~~~_?:~ ;~!l~9£lLans! ~~~. f.~H Q.f ..rllul
of
osata c. 272 A. D. , undergoing some dogmatic adaptation to the
necessities of t e tIme. Beyond the limits of the diocese of Antioch
I did not think that R had at that time penetrated, and indeed within
that wide diocese I did not suppose that it had everywhere obtained
recognition. In Egypt and in the interior of Asia Minor I thought
that N [the Nicenu,n] was the first to be recognized as a "creed"; and
that accordingly in these parts not until the victory of the Nicene
Christology in the years 360-370 did a formula like R come to be used
in baptism or attain to similar theological and ecclesiastical importance'

I

I

(ii 960 q.

The ~der will, I think, be glad to have this concise exposition of Dr. Kattenbusch's view of the gradual diffusion of the
Creed; the more so as the geographical districts are carefully
mapped out and discriminated, with due regard to the absence of
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evidence. He should only perhaps just be reminded that in the
last two or three sentences the conjectural element is considerable, and I conceive also precarious. It will be seen that the
outline thus given would have to be entirely recast either on
the supposition, to which Dr. Kattenbusch tells us that he was
himself at one time inclined, that the Creed had its origin at
Antioch, or if we preferred Ephesus to Antioch.
5. Under the next head Dr. Kattenbusch goes on 10 define
rallter more exactly "is conception 0/ tIt.e cOtWse of events in lIu
East. He allows, however, that just this part of the subject, the
history of R in the East [with Kattenbusch it is always R, where
we should prefer to speak of' the Creed 'l, is that on which his
views are most liable to correction.
It is naturally a satisfaction to me to find the opinions which
I myself expressed two years ago reinforced quite independently
by two writers of the ability of Dr. Johannes Kunze and Dr. Carl
Clemen. With Dr. Kunze's third chapter in particular, which is
devoted to the history of the Creed in the Ante-Nicene Church,
I find myself throughout in the fullest agreement. As compared
with the corresponding portion of Dr. Clemen's essay I have
rather the impression that whereas in both cases I agree with the
results, in regard to Dr. Kunze I am more completely able to
follow and endorse the reasoning that leads to the results.
Dr. Clemen is one of those writers who, with an extraordinary
extent of reading and knowledge, and with an extraordinary
power of bringing that reading and knowledge to bear, do not
possess in quite equal degree the gift of putting their arguments
in a form that is attractive and convincing.
Dr. Kattenbusch replies on pp. 980-984 both to Kunze and to
myselfI; and I gladly admit that what he says may be taken to
qualify somewhat the force of the arguments used. I cannot,
however, think that he does more than qualify it. For myself
I am well aware that there is a great deal more to be said. But
while I am ready to allow that, as the case at present stands,
neither side can claim a decisive victory. I am not at all shaken
in my estimate of the competing probabilities.
I would only point to the increasing evidence since I wrote
I He has also reviewed Kunze's book at length, and with characteristic generosity
and caution, in the TMoI. LillNlNtwiIN"8 for Jan. 5 of this year.
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that the use of the word lnw.,,,ui,, to denote the Incarnation
was a characteristic feature of the E.mti!!!_<;r:eed."-Tr.
Brightman pointed out, also in the first number of this
JOURNAL (p. 93), the indications of this in the recently published
Prayers of Serapion. And Dr. Kunze carries back the observation as far as Origen (01. &it., p. 5~, cr. p. 53, where, however,
I am afraid that I should not feel confidence in the expressions
retranslated). Dr. Kattenbusch (p. 981 n.) changes front a little
to meet the new evidence. It is an example of the refinement of
argument that is characteristic of him j but the simpler conclu\ sion that an Egyptian form of Creed really existed seems to me
preferable.
Once again, however, I come back to my belief, that the more
decisive issue will be fought on the ground of the second-century
writers.
6. Another branch of his researches to which Dr. Kattenbusch
attaches importance is that part of them which deals with tile
rule of faith. Here he is met directly by Dr. Kunze, who ~
tmo'fu;;ame subject as a leading theme of his volume. The
difference between them is that whereas Kattenbusch distinguishes
sharply between the East and the West 1, holding that in the
East the rule of faith was primarily the Scriptures and that in
the West it was only the Creed (p. 963), Kunze would make the
distinction less sharp, and indeed only one of degree, regarding
the conception of the rule of faith as including both the Scriptures and the Creed, but in different proportions according to the
genius of different writers. Clement of Alexandria, he thinks,
went furthest in the direction of seeking his final authority only
" in the Scriptures, and Tertullian in seeking it only in the Creed,
but neither followed the one authority absolutely to the exclusion
of the other.
So far as I have a leaning it is to the side of Kunze, because
I think that Kattenbusch tends to exaggerate generally the
difference between the East and the West. It may be observed
also that a little further on (p. 965) Dr. Kattenbusch expressly

I

1 It should be said that in the review just mentioned Kattenbusch considerably
modifies his statement of the 8harpness of this opposition, He allows that It was
quite unconscious on both sides, and he regards the writers of the province of
Asia as forming a link between East and West by substituting (mentally)" •••
" for
fINI.

.,,1. . .
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says that he regards the Scriptures in the West as the reguia
discipNnae, while the Creed is the regula fidei, adding that the
two things are not to be set in opposition (Man maclte dock
daraus keine Gegensiitze I). This would lead one to think that
the distinction drawn under the previous head was pressed rather
artificially.
But the whole question is subordinate for our present purpose.
7. The same must be said of the next head which deals with
another point in the appreciation of the Creed in the Western
I Church. Dr. Kattenbusch lays stress upon its significance as
• a sacramentum. He paraphrases this by the German word
Heiltum, which appears to be a coinage. Our nearest equivalent
'Would perhaps be a ' means of grace.' The point would seem to
be that the solemn delivery of the Creed to the catechumen, with
his acceptance and possession of it, gave him the permanent
character of fidelis, a character of which he could not divest
himself except by deliberate apostasy. The delivery of the creed
was thus' a sacrament within a sa:crament '; it is a part, itself
sacramental, of the more inclusive sacrament of baptism. This
' I do not think that there is any reason to question. And it is
probably true that the stress laid upon the formal act of delivery
was greater in the West than in the East, and was in greater
danger of lapsing into superstition.
8. The remaining two heads are concerned with tne kistoryof
tlte Te%tus Receptus; or enlarged form of the Apostles' Creed
with which we are now familiar ( = J: in Kattenbusch's notation,
which is also adopted by Mr. Burn). Here Dr. Kattenbusch
makes the interesting remark that this enlargement of the older
creed ~~.I22t'!s~!2.~..!s.bl.!.2Y.~,ily. constitutin a new creed 1,
and that none of th~.q9i~e directe a aiqst heresie but
~?-~!r_ i~~end~d. t~ ..~l,lk~.«;..xJ9ting clauses more e~
e
is thus of opinion that the interest in which they were introduced
was mainly catechetical. The Creed was throughout regarded as
perfect, but it seemed that in places a rather greater fullness of
statement was desirable.
I do not find it quite easy to reconcile these comments (which
1 In like manner he holds that when, from the fifth century onwards, the
enlarged Nicene Creed came into use in the West, it was so used, not as differing
from the Apostles' Creed, but as practically identical with it, and only a further
expression of its meaning.
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seem to me just, so far as I can judge) with the suggestion that
follows immediately upon them that the enlarged form of the
Creed acquired :its shape especially in the monastic services of
the C Hours.'CateC!:hesis is one thing, conventual services are
another. Probably Dr. Kattenbusch only means that, while
catechesis supplied the substance, recitation in worship gave the
finishing touches to the rhythmical form. But he expressly says
that he regards his own remarks under this head as only tentative.
Looked at in that light they <have the advantage of resting upon
very considerable study ofthe facts. Perhaps in this connexion
our own accomplished Uturgiologistsmight have something to
contribute.
9. The larger questions about T are reserved by Dr. Kattenbusch for his last head. He had just thrown out the question
as to T, as he had done previously as to R, whether or not it was
to be referred to a single author. He now asks Wltere (and along
with this goes the question Wlten) did tlte enlarged Creed arise?
He had previously, in chapter x, collected a vast quantity of
material bearing on this point. And again, as so often, his most
laborious researches seem to end in rather vague and unsatisfactory guessing. I am afraid that the faculty of decis.iY.s.:idection
among a multitude of particulars is not one of Dr. Kattenbusch's
strong points. His very scrupulousness in this respect tells
against him, inasmuch as it keeps before his mind all the varied
possibilities at once.
Dr. Kattenbusch starts, with most scholars, from Pirminius (or
Priminius, as the extant and nearly contemporary MS of his
treatise has the name),c. t50 A.D., but even here he leaves it open
how far the Creed was his personal confession introduced by him
on the field of his missions, or how far it was a creed which he
found there already in occupation. A number of indications
point, he thinks, towards the Church of Burgundy (Vienne or
Lyons), which would make it probable that the enlarged creed
was in use by the end of the fifth century, and perhaps even
' considerably earlier.
Mention was made in the earlier article of Mr. Bum's view,
which is also Ludwig Habn's {ed. 3, p. 119 n.), that the enlarged
)c. text had its origin in Rome. Dr. Kattenbusch is decidedly
opposed to this (p. 785), and indeed it would seem that Rome was

11
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just the centre in which the old unexpanded form maintained
itself longest and with the most obstinate conservatism.
For myself I have not yet seen reason to reject the older view
which would connect the origin of T with some such literary
centre as the great school of Lerinum, throughout all the first
half of the fifth century the most active focus of learning in the
West. It is just among disciples of this school, like Faustus of
Riez and Caesarius of ArIes, that the characteristic peculiarities
of T are most conspicuous. And the influence of the school
made itself felt as far to the north as the Antiphonary of
Bangor!. We must remember also that Lerinum would be a
natural terminus for the most direct line of communication with
the Eastll.
Kattenbusch applauds (p. 979) a suggestion by Kirsch that the
distinctive features in the creed of Nicetas of Romatiana (or
Remesiana) in Dacia are due to a back-wave of influence from
Gau!. But this is surely to invert the order of things. Duchesne
has shown (in his Origines du C1dte c"rltim) what a strong set
of the current there was-and the current was just at its strongest
in the time when Nicetas lived-from behind the Balkans,
through Aquileia to Milan. And from Milan it was an easy
step to Lerinum. In the Roman Empire the number of really
generative centres was not very great. And Lerinum was in the
fifth century for the West much what the Palestinian Caesarea
had been a century earlier for the East.

·I

I

One of the most important features in Dr. Kattenbusch's book
is his extremely close and elaborate commentary upon the
Creed, first in its oldest form, and then in another connexion upon
the additions which constitute the Teztus Receptus. In both
cases the primary interest is historical-to set both the original
creed and the additions as far as possible in the place which they
fill historically.
These sections cover in all some 340 densely printed pages
(pp. 471-728 and 874-956); and they are highly characteristic
I Among the items bearing on this point is the (act lhat the ~ which
I believe to be also closely connected with Lerinum, is one o( the oldest wilneases
\ to the DuaIlSNS.
• Both Harnack and LooCs agree in seeking (or the origin o( the Textus Receptus
in Southern GauL
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of the minute patience and concentrated thought which Dr.
Kattenbusch has brought to bear upon his work. I know of no
such searching study of every conceivable doctrinal point covered
by the Creed, in the light of what appears to be its origin. This
part of the book should have an especial value for us in England,
because I am afraid that the English students are few who would
be capable of a piece of intellectual work so exhaustive and
exhausting. Other men labour, and we enter into their labours.
Not less attractive to most Englishmen will be the spirit in
which these chapters are written. Dr. Kattenbusch is a
Ritschlian, but of a mild and temperate type. He is essentially
a Ritschlian of the Right; and in his writings the views of his
school appear at their very best. Through the dry details of
learning and scholarship, severely repressed and never for an
instant giving way to rhetorical unction, we yet cannot fail to see
the deep religious interest-the interest of practical religionwhich the author has in his great theme. This diverting of
learning (which yet never ceases to be learning) from scholastic
subtleties and resolute keeping it down to the real life of men is
the most conspicuous service that Ritschl has done to the world;
and in a writer like Kattenbusch it is not disfigured by brusque
depreciation of the past in its most precious moments.
It must not be thought that I am blind to what seem to me the
defects of this as of other portions of the work. It is not much
less difficult to help losing one's way in the maze of intricate
details. The patience of the writer exceeds by far the patience
at least of the English reader. There is a want of bold relief,
which even the distinction of larger and smaller type does not
supply. There is the same hesitancy between conflicting possibilities. And every now and then one longs for the exercise of
, what we should call a little more robust common sense.
There is nothing more admirable in the book than the treatment of the Second Article, especially of the order XptCTTOJ.' (or, as
Kattenbusch would print, to bring out its appellative force,
X/l'CTTc\,,) '1",,0111', and on the full meaning of vlO". But a number
of pages are wasted in considering the possibility (to which
Kattenbusch actually inclines) of combining p.GJ.'OYE,n; not with
1110" but with "IJPtoJ.'. The article before tclJptoJ.', of course, has
l to be removed-without evidence. And of course we are not

I
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surprised that in Latin R~ who pats &1 - _ at the head of
the phrase, should say that: it: may be caastI iiEd both with }iJiInIc
and with ~ It lay also be pnPi'OIe to produce a few
examples in which the proper sease of ,....,o.;s has been lost.
Bot apart from the f.Ict that the Biblical ex:amples are all the
other way, and should be in tbemselve quite conclusiYe, the idea
that a Greek writer of any ~ woald tear awa.y a word like
p.opaym; from its aatura1 corTeIative.- to mUte it in a forced
sense with ,,';puw, is ODe that should DOt ha-.e hem dallied with
for a moment t.
We note in passing that Kattenbmrh questioas. as I cannot
but think rightly, the attempt of Hamack:t to separate between
the clause relating to the Holy Spirit and that relating to Mary
in connexion with the Virgin-Birth, and to make out that the
fonner is a later addition. The two clauses are already indissolubly combined in Ignatius.
The most difficult problems arise as to the Ducnuru ad iIIferos
(or inferna) and tlle Sanelont. c01ll1lfllllio. We may say that in
regard to both of these the mooograpb of Clemen overlaps the
larger work of Kattenbuscb, because although the second comes
in only incidentally it is treated by Oemen in considerable
detail. It is indeed characteristic of this writer to be able to
pour forth on any topic that comes np a profusion of facts or
references, which have the additional merit of being always
precise; though it must be confessed that in his case, as with
Kattenbusch, there is the same difficulty of seeing the wood for
the trees.
As to the origin of the DeliSllil" there is still a certain amount
of mystery. It does not seem to be anti-heretical, whether as
directed against the tenets of Apollinaris or brought in to support
a doctrine of purgatory (Clemen, pp. 24-27). The more probable
explanation would seem to be that jJ,lst in some particular locality
or in the mind of some influential individual the doctrine of the
Descent, which (as our two writers have well shown) had a continuous existence in the Church from the Apostolic age downwards,
was so naturally associated with the Bwial that the mention of
I If any further argument were needed, ~e application of JUl"~ in the
Eastern Creeds should have been not less decisive.
• Hamack AI. C,.. P. 73 C, cf. Hahn' p. 374 ft j Kattenbusch p. 619 ft
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the one naturally called up the other, and that so in some one
Church the two together found a place in the baptismal Creed
and from thence passed into the Creed of other Churches.
Can we at all lay our finger upon the Church where this took
place? The only one for which we have any direct evidence
is A_ia. And Kattenbusch (po 898) appears to think that
AquiieuL was really the centre in which the Descensus clause
originated and from which it was diffused. We know that before
Rufinus wrote (c. 4~.D.) a similar clause (ds Ta IC4T4X80JlL4
I(flTfA80JIT4 [IC4TfA:qAv8oT4]) had already made its appearance in the ,
three allied formulae of Sirmium (359), Nike in Thrace (359), and
Constantinople (36o). Kattenbusch thinks that the Sirmian
clause was the original of the other two, and that the Greek was
a translation from the Latin. This hypothesis is in accordance
with his tendency, which (as we have seen) is to look to the West
rather than to the East. Clemen is more inclined to look eastwards, and in this I should agree with him. The Sirmian formula
was composed by Mark of Arethusa in Syria; and although we
cannot produce from this region a definite creed containing the
clause, we can produce two pieces of evidence which are sufficiently creed-like to serve our purpose. One of these is the
Letter to Abgarus (Eus. H. E. I xiii 20 1fOis iT4'1rfWfI)UfJl i4t1'rOJl
ml 4r.i84J1f IC41 ~UP.UcpvJlfJl 4v..OV n,JI 8fOn,T4 IC411uT4vr*81/, IC4& IC4"'~"
El'TOJI Ar&,JI, IC41 ~&iax&Uf tiJP4YIIo0Jl TOJl
4iOiJloS p'~ ax&cr8iJIT4 IC41
~fJI JlflCpu6s). And the other is from the doxology at the ~
end of the Syrian Didascaiia. For the reason I have given I do
not regard this evidenCe as put out of court by the fact that
it does not prove the existence of a creed. Syria-the Balkan
peninsula-Aquileia would be the line of stepping-stones that
I should be disposed to construct. Exactly at what point in the
line the clause was first embodied in a creed we cannot say.
Clemen has an interesting discussion of the present value of
the clause. He takes it as meaning a descent among the dead;
and he regards it as bearing testimony to the fact that there are
possibilities of progress and reformation beyond the grave. In
this section of his work Clemen quotes freely, as is his wont,
from English and American writers.
As Dr. Clemen has contributed a valuable monograph on the
Dts&nlS1U, so has a Roman Catholic scholar, Dr. J. P. Ki!sch,

I,
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contributed another (to fill two volumes, of which one has
appeared), not so much specially on the clause in the Creed as on
the whole doctrine of the • Communion of Saints.' Kattenbusch
hails Dr. Kitsch as an ally in reversing the common view that
the Dacian bishop Nicetas (in whom the clause is first found)
was an important link in the transmission of Eastern influence to
the West. Dr. Kirsch,1ike his predecessor, would prefer to assume
that Nicetas received his form of creed from Gaul. I have little
doubt that, as I have already hinted (p. 14), the common view
is more probable•
• In regard to the interpretation of the much-debated phrase
Kattenbusch seeks to combine two opposite views.
Are we to take San&torum as masculine or neuter? What
"I- may be called the current acceptation would make it masculine;
but Zahn, a few years ago, in his brief but valuable treatise on
the Creed I, contended for a neut~r signification. He held that
Sanctwum cOtnm#"io represented originally the Greek ICOU1CltPCa ~"P
, &,,£11111, in the sense of' communion in the Itoly things,' i. e. in the
sacraments. His main argument was that the phrase occurs in
the Creed just where we might expect that the sacraments would
be mentioned, and at the point where there is in fact a reference
to Baptism in many Eastern creeds.
Kattenbusch investigates with his habitual elaborateness the
use of the phrase, giving, as I think, a neuter sense rather more
often than I should be prepared to do. He points out that the
masculine is taken with different shades of meaning; sometimes
of the whole body of the saints in heaven and on earth; sometimes of' the Saints' in the narrower sense (as in a treatise attributed to Faustus of Riez); sometimes, as in Africa at the time
of the Donatist controversy, the phrase would appear to have
been used for the communion of the Church on earth; sometimes
it was taken to mean the communion of the saints witk 0111
anotltw; and at least in one Exposition as an imparting of the
virtues of the saints.
From this great variety of interpretation Kattenbusch infersand no doubt rightly-that the original sense had been forgotten;
and going back like Zahn to the Greek, he believes that it was

i

1 DM AposI. 5.",,601....., lB9a; afterwards translated in the
published separately (Hodder &: Stoughton).
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left purposely ambiguous, that /cOWOUlla TWII 4'1(0)11 meant 'co.!!!!!!2P. \
possession of all that is holy'-whether persons or things, society
onfie'·one-or 'eiijoymentOf the other.
The view would be attractive if it were linguistically admissible.
Would a Greek ever leave the distinction of masculine and neuter
ambiguous with the deliberate intention of including both? There
are one or two instances in the New Testament (e.g. 1I'cWTo)II in
Rom. ix 5, Eph. iv 6 and 11l'ovpGIICo)ll /c.T.A. in Phil. ii 10) where
such a view is rather tempting. But I cannot find that the 1tt
best authorities give any countenance to it.
The translation 1 which has just appeared of Harnack's article
in the third edition of the Hauck-Herzog Realmcyc/opiidie is
welcome as a masterly summary of the writer's views as they
stood in the year 1896. Enough will have been said in the way
of criticism of these views in the previous article. It should
however be added, as the translation is without preface or introduction, and no attempt is made to estimate the place of Harnack's
contribution in the literature of the subject, that the works that
have appeared since he wrote have tended rather to shake than
to confirm his more characteristic positions. We have seen that
Kattenbusch, his chief ally, shows some signs of wavering on the
broad question of the relation of the Eastern creeds to the Roman
Creed, where both writers are directly challenged by Kunze and
Clemen. Kunze also vigorously assails the date (c. I~ which
Hanlack assigns to the origin of the Roman Creed, aDd on this
point Kattenbusch very definitely parts company with him.
The conception of a gradual crystallization of floating formulae
about the year 140 and that of direct composition by a single
hand about the year lOO are widely removed from each other.
Clemen, however, makes more use of the theory of floating
formulae not amounting to a creed, though preparing the way
1 The translation is not quite so good as those which we associate with the lWDe
of Mr. Bailey Saunders, who in this case acts as editor, The German S. (sm.) is
left standing in many of the references. «Eusebean • (p. #) has an unsc:holarly
look. Aud there are several instances in which the traDSlation sufl'ers through
want of familiarity with the subject-matter. «Communal symbol' (p. 43) win hardly
convey a meaning-we should say rather 'low creed'; I is sufficient to deter.
mine' (p. 62) should be' can be used to determine'; we should not speak of the
_ _ _ as a 'word' (p. 70) but as an • article' or 'clause'; and 'carried on
throughout the Remesiana' (p. 79) should be 'hy way of Remesiana.'
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for one. I am inclined to think that both he and Harnack make
too much use of this theory; not that it has not some substantial

foundation, but that they are too easily deterred from presupposing a complete creed by the mere want of evidence that
it is complete 1.
Mention should be made of the appearance of the first part of
what promises to be a comprehensive work on the Creed by
Dr. Bemhard Dorholt of Munster. At present this has not got
beyond a sketch of the history of research as applied to the
Creed corresponding to pp. 1-37 of Kattenbusch's first volume.
Dr. Dorholt writes in the simple, direct, and easy style to which
we are accustomed from Roman Catholic scholars; and he has
a wide command of the literature of his subject. It is natural
that he should bring to notice the writings of some of his coreligionists who are not very generally known. Among these an
essay by a Polish JC;SUit, Marian Morawski (in ZtitscllrlJt fUr
kat". Tktologie, 1895), puts forward an argument, the conclusion
of which would be welcome if it could be accepted. Taking
hold of the expression suIJ Pontio PiiallJ, he infers that by
selecting, to fix the date, a procurator of J udaea in preference to
emperor or consul, the author of the Creed permits us to see
that he was himself a provincial, and that J udaea was his
province.
It is indeed a rather remarkable feature in the Creed that this
mode of dating the Crucifixion should have been so generally
preserved 2. But it does not follow that the Creed itself was
written in Palestine. In I Tim. vi. 13 we have St. Paul writing
far away from Palestine, and to one who was not himself a native
of Palestine, and yet making use of the same mode of dating;
which also occurs three times in.lgnatius and repeatedly in
Justin, Irenaeus, and Tertullian. Clearly the phrase had become
' a standing formula; and it is probable enough that it assumed
this character in Palestine. But it must have already done so
when St. Paul wrote to Timothy. The presence of the phrase
in the Creed is one proof more that the Creed is essentially

I

I I say this chiefly with reference to Irenaeus and J ustin.
The fact that their
writings do not contain clear indications of the third pIU'IIgI'Ilph should not be held
to weaken the unequivocal indications of the other two.
I Just as it is also remarkable that 'on the third day' should be so often used to
define the time of the Resurrection.
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biblical, and in the main stream of apostolic tradition; but it is
too much to infer that it was composed in Palestine.
The two other books on our list hardly.come within the strict

range of this survey.

I

Dr. Wiegand's volume promises to be of

much utility for the history of the use of the Apostles' Creed in

the Middle Ages, but it only touches the early period by tracing
up to its beginnings the custom of commenting upon the Creed
and by the account that is given of the early commentaries.
The whole subject of catechetical preparation in Western
Christendom is systematically treated. It will thus be seeri that
although the book is important for its bearing on the circumstances under which the Creed was used, the questions with
which we have been dealing do not come up.
Mr. Callow's popular account of the History of the Creeds
does not concern us for another reason. Though a convenient
and useful summary of the results more especially of English
work as they stood a few years ago, it hatdly comes under the
head of' research,' and still less of' recent research: The latest
work quoted is Prebendary Ommanney's Dissertation on the
Atltanasian Creed, published in 1896. [This author's name is
unfortunately misspelt throughout the volume, as also in that of
Dr. Kattenbusch.] Even the work of Mr. A. E. Burn does not
appear to be known. But as a clearly and brightly written
introduction to the earlier stages of the subject the modest and
inexpensive book has much to commend it. Its broader canvas
and easy flow of narrative and exposition may titly lead up to
Mr. Bum's more analytical methods. But it must not be at all
taken to represent the latest and best opinions at a time of great
activity.
W. SANDAY.
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